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CASD Shares Results of Community Survey 
 

Chambersburg Area School District has released the results of its recent Community Survey, and 

responses show that a large majority of people are pleased with the school district. The survey asked all 

community stakeholders to rate the overall quality of the school district, how the district 

communicates with the public and the factors that influence student success.  

 
The survey received more than 2,000 responses representing a broad range of participants — current, 

former and future CASD parents; business owners; residents and CASD employees, among others. 

Over 1,200 surveys were completed by parents of current students.  

 

“Educating our children is a joint effort that requires an open, ongoing conversation,” 

Superintendent Joseph Padasak said. “That is why I am pleased with the variety of stakeholders who 

participated in this process. Every perspective matters when it comes to providing students with the best 

tools, skills and learning environment.” 

 

Overall, the survey found that 91 percent of parent respondents rate their oldest child’s school as Average, 

Above Average or Excellent. In addition, 81 percent of all respondents rated the district as Average, 

Above Average or Excellent. When it comes to the biggest influences on student success, safety topped 

participants’ list, with 90 percent saying it is Very Important. There also was a large majority of 

participants — 82 percent — who believe that CASD teachers care about their students.  

 

When asked to identify top challenges for the district, participants listed managing class sizes as a result 

of increasing enrollment, providing safe learning environments, and increasing technology availability to 

help improve student achievement. Participants also indicated they would like to receive more information 

about the district directly from CASD rather than from other sources.  

 

“Supporting shared decision-making is a main part of CASD’s strategic plan,” Dr. Padasak said. “And a 

large part of reaching that goal is listening to the community and improving our communication. Thank 

you to those who took our survey. For those who did not, I encourage you to join the conversation. Your 

opinions matter as we work to create a safe, nurturing and engaging environment for all our students.” 

 

Complete results from the Community Survey can be found at www.casdonline.org/yourvoice. 
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